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Many things in life have clear 

beginnings, middles, and ends. 

Games, concerts, plays, and 

books all start differently, they follow 

different paths, and they have different 

endings, but there is no escaping the iron 

logic of their architecture. Lives themselves 

are the same way. Circumstances of birth 

and death may differ, and trajectories may 

vary, but at some point the end comes, and 

it can be judged.

The political life of a country is different. 

It rarely has a clear beginning or a clear 

end. Individuals come and go, but the na-

tion to which they belong both precedes 

and succeeds them. Still, individuals and 

groups can shift the course of politics, giv-

ing them a kind of immortality.  

It was a desire to change the course of his-

tory that drove the passions of the Arab 

uprisings in 2011. Millions poured into 

the streets. Billions watched, admired the 

courage, and shared the hope of those 

willing to risk their lives in the early days.

The rush to call the uprisings “revolu-

tions,” and even more to describe the re-

gional phenomenon as an “Arab Spring,” 

seems naïve in retrospect. Both terms 

presumed an inevitable outcome of po-

litical action: more representative—and 

one would hope, more effective—gov-

ernment in the Arab world, affecting not 

only the revolutionary republics of North 

Africa and the Levant but spreading to the 

region’s monarchies as well. In retrospect, 

we see that the belief that Arab politics 
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2014 it was firmly in the minority, and the 

unthinkable had occurred: elderly per-

sonalities from the Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali 

period had won democratic elections and 

were back in control.

Egypt followed a similar path. The Mus-

lim Brotherhood misread its mandate, 

substituting one authoritarian regime for 

another. It replaced minimally competent 

regime apparatchiks with completely in-

competent party functionaries, alienating 

both those whom it had displaced as well 

as those who had hoped that the Broth-

erhood’s reputation for competence and 

probity would deliver better governance. 

In addition, the Brotherhood failed in its 

approach to Egypt’s military, the coun-

try’s most trusted and most effective in-

stitution. The Brotherhood did not try to 

crush the organization, nor was it able to 

co-opt it, but instead hinted that it was 

winning over the military from within. In 

so doing, the Brotherhood made a costly 

miscalculation that resulted with another 

retired general in the presidential palace, 

and much of the Brotherhood leadership 

in jail or in exile.

And for all of the despair that activists 

have felt in Tunisia and Egypt, these are 

the bright spots. Bahrain has become only 

more polarized, with political participa-

tion vanishing among the majority Shi‘ite 

population. The governments of Syria, 

Iraq, Libya, and Yemen have lost control 

over vast swaths of their territory. While 

Tunisia’s and Egypt’s processes at least 

hold out the possibility of progress, the 

others appear set for years of conflict.

were opening up in a fundamental way 

was premature, and some might even ar-

gue, misguided.

This volume comes at a time of profound 

uncertainty about the future of political 

life in the Middle East. Where some see an 

interregnum in efforts by younger and 

more connected populations to push for 

inclusion, others see a region coming to 

its senses after a moment of irrational ex-

uberance. Some see a state system that 

is increasingly weary, while others see a 

state system fortified by the knowledge 

that its demise would bring chaos. The 

events of the last five years suggest that 

regional politics are interconnected, but 

the manner of their interconnections is 

a source of constant surprise. While it is 

impossible to predict their direction, the 

last five years have helped us understand 

some of the key variables, and what to 

notice.

The sheer unpredictability of Tunisia’s 

course—its sudden and surprising revo-

lution in 2011, and its similarly sudden 

turn away from Islamist governance in 

2014—is a reminder of just how dynam-

ic politics can be. The Islamist Ennahda 

Party seemed unstoppable in the early 

days of Tunisia’s political transition, and 

the ancien régime had been completely 

discredited. Yet, Ennahda soon stumbled. 

In part the group overreached, and in 

part it failed to rein in some of Tunisia’s 

Islamist radicals. Violence spiked, and the 

economy stayed flat. Ultimately, Ennahda 

eroded its own support, and it helped its 

opposition consolidate. By December 
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For the publics who were inspired by politics four years ago, resignation and de-

spair have set in. Many liberal activists have retreated from public space, or they 

have lined up behind authoritarian governments. After remarkable expressions of 

unity that brought together young and old, rich and poor, religious and secular 

in the public squares of the Arab world, Arab societies are increasingly polarized 

and increasingly paranoid. Reports have emerged from Egypt of vigilante efforts to 

enforce order. One activist reported the story of a woman who sought to entrap a 

fellow bus passenger into state-

ments critical of the govern-

ment and then sought his arrest 

for extremism.1 A few weeks 

later, a prominent French jour-

nalist was detained by police in 

Cairo after being overheard dis-

cussing politics with Egyptian 

colleagues. An Egyptian woman 

was apparently offended by his 

analysis, shouted “You want to destroy the country!” and summoned the police.2 

Meanwhile, a survey in Egypt in September 2014 suggested a deep rift in Egyp-

tian society. When asked “Has the role of the Muslim Brotherhood been positive or 

negative in Egypt?” 43 percent of Egyptians responded “positive” and 44 percent 

responded “negative.”3 

After seeming to feel some despair early in 2011, officials in Arab governments 

seem to feel renewed resolve. At the same time, they are far from feeling secure. 

In part, they worry that the array of conflicts in the Middle East provides a wealth 

of ungoverned space in which young men can radicalize, network, and train. Al-

most 20,000 have left their countries to fight in Iraq, Syria, and beyond.4 No one 

really knows what is happening in the Libyan desert, and the Sinai is shot through 

with smugglers and brigands who are severely testing the mettle of the Egyptian 

military. Millions of refugees have crowded into small countries such as Jordan and 

1. Belal Fadl, “Egypt: The Nation of Snitches Makes a Comeback,” Mada Masr, November 9, 2014, http://
www.madamasr.com/opinion/politics/egypt-nation-snitches-makes-comeback. 
2. Alain Gresh, “I Was Arrested for Chatting in a Cairo Café,” November 15, 2014, Al Jazeera, http://www.
aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2014/11/i-was-arrested-chatting-cairo-20141114175012955778.html
3. Zogby Research Services, “Today’s Middle East: Pressures and Challenges,” prepared for the Sir Bani Yas 
Forum, November 2014, 11, http://b.3cdn.net/aai/a6466ad6476c08d752_bum6b4j6l.pdf.
4. See Nicholas J. Rasmussen (Director, National Counterterrorism Center), “Countering Violent Islamist Ex-
tremism: The urgent threat of foreign fighters and homegrown terror,” Testimony before House Committee 
on Homeland Security, February 11, 2015, 1, http://www.odni.gov/files/documents/Newsroom/Testimo-
nies/11%20Feb%20HHSC%20Foreign%20Fighter%20Travel%20Rasmussen%20SFR.pdf.

After seeming to feel 
some despair early in the 
2011, officials in Arab 
governments seem to feel 
renewed resolve.
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Lebanon, not only skewing local econo-

mies and local demographics, but also in-

troducing extremist elements into these 

populations who embark on their own 

radicalization and recruitment efforts.

Yet, for many governments, the foreign 

fighter problem 

is a discrete one 

and a relatively 

small one. The 

intelligence ser-

vices, often in 

cooperation with 

Western counter-

parts, have the 

experience of the 

Afghan war under 

their belts, and 

they can keep a 

close eye on indi-

viduals they sus-

pect of malfea-

sance.

The much larger 

problem for them 

is the threat they feel from their domestic 

political opposition, given how quickly that 

opposition mushroomed in the weeks be-

fore Ben Ali fell in Tunisia. Massive crowds 

quickly overwhelmed both the internal 

security systems and the uniformed po-

lice in many Arab states, often leaving 

militaries with the uncomfortable options 

of firing on large groups of unarmed civil-

ians or accepting the failure of sitting gov-

ernments. Today’s governments appear 

to have concluded that two tactics could 

have averted the situation: being more 

aggressive against dissent when it was 

still widely dispersed, and showing more 

resolve in the face of protests. The score-

card remains incomplete, but it is hard to 

think of a president who negotiated with a 

mass protest move-

ment and is still in 

office. By contrast, 

leaders from Bashar 

al-Assad in Syria 

to King Hamad in 

Bahrain were reso-

lute and remain; for 

those deposed who 

did not negotiate, 

such as Muammar 

el-Qaddafi in Libya, 

it is unclear if he 

would have fallen 

were it not for sus-

tained outside in-

tervention.

The specific threat 

that governments 

worry about most in the current environ-

ment is the Muslim Brotherhood, whose 

actions over the last four years left little 

doubt about the organization’s thirst for 

political power. Whether Brotherhood poli-

ticians would ever voluntarily relinquish 

power is contested—and Egypt and Tuni-

sia provide contradictory evidence. For rul-

ers throughout the region who see sustain-

ing power as their own existential battle, 

the Brotherhood’s political effectiveness 

and widespread support is a worrying sign.

Massive crowds quickly 
overwhelmed both the 
internal security systems 
and the uniformed police 
in many Arab states, often 
leaving militaries with 
the uncomfortable options 
of firing on large groups 
of unarmed civilians or 
accepting the failure of 
sitting governments.
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The rising focus on the Brotherhood in states as diverse as Egypt, Tunisia, Saudi 

Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates suggests that the most important battle of 

2011 is still raging. That battle is one for authority, which has two components: 

legitimacy and power. The Brotherhood emphasized its religious credentials to at-

tack the legitimacy of existing governments, questioning both the process through 

which they came to power and their performance in power. For their part, gov-

ernments have used their temporal power to undermine the Brotherhood, often 

rounding up supporters under accusations of terrorism. Meanwhile, governments 

have unleashed their own attacks on the Brotherhood’s religious legitimacy, de-

ploying establishment clerics who undermine the Brotherhood’s call to question 

authority. Salafi groups are interestingly split in this battle. Some see the current 

confrontation as proof that the departure from their traditional political quietism 

in 2011 was a mistake. The leadership of several groups, such as the Nour Party in 

Egypt, appears to be seeking to revive the informal agreements they had with the 

security services. In some cases, they seem committed to being apolitical, and in 

others, to be loyal to the government. In either instance, they stand as a religious 

counterbalance to the Brotherhood. Other salafists appear more sympathetic to 

the Brotherhood, and they see government steps to sideline it as an effort to im-

pose authoritarian secularism on society.

Liberals, who formed an important core of the opposition to authoritarian rulers, 

have been put in a difficult position. Their alliance with Islamist groups proved 

fleeting, and they feared a religious authoritarianism which was even less accom-

modating and more hostile than the secular authoritarianism of the ancien ré-

gime. Many liberals have made their peace with the authoritarianism of existing 

governments, seeking their protection from Islamists.

Looking forward, there are several variables that will have profound impacts on the 

direction of Arab society and Arab politics. The first is the growth of information 

and communications technology. Technology enthusiasts exulted in the impact 

that social media had on the uprisings of 2011. Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit gave 

an immediacy to the protests in the streets and made millions in the West into 

eyewitnesses. The impact of social media on the movements themselves was less 

clear and often more subtle.5 That is not to say, however, that social media may not 

evolve in a different direction. Indeed as communication becomes more ubiqui-

tous, cost drops, and the information space becomes more crowded, the ability of 

any group to command attention and motivate followers will change.

5. See Jon B. Alterman, “The Revolution Will Not Be Tweeted,” Washington Quarterly 34, no. 4 (Fall 2011): 103-
116. 
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Where social media has been ineffective 

has been in translating support into an 

ability to govern. However broad-based 

social media campaigns were, they did 

not equip opposition leaders to bargain 

effectively with elements of power in 

their own government. In this way, post-

modern politics were not able to triumph 

over modern politics. This is in the past, 

however, and we are likely to see new 

communications tools and new strate-

gies to employ those tools emerge over 

the next decade. Throughout the Arab 

uprisings, groups in different countries 

demonstrated an acute ability to share 

and learn tactics from each other. Gov-

ernments demonstrated a similar abil-

ity. Innovation is likely to occur in the 

space, and successes both in promoting 

change and in reinforcing the status quo 

are likely to be broadly imitated.

A second and related variable is new ways 

in which isolated actions have outsized 

consequences in today’s information-

rich environment. Videos of the murders 

of two American journalists in Syria in 

September 2014 brought the U.S. military 

to war, even though the videos’ production 

likely involved no more than a handful of 

people. Similarly, two individuals' attack 

on the French newspaper Charlie Hebdo 

in January 2015 seized the attention of 

the world even as it resulted in the death 

of the attackers. The attacks of September 

11, 2001, which involved several dozen 

people and less than a half-million dollars, 

completely transformed the security 

footing of the United States and its allies 

and precipitated long-running U.S.-

led wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The 

resources necessary to garner global 

attention and to bring countries to war are 

rapidly diminishing. With innovations in 

technology and storytelling, it is not hard 

to see how the actions of a dozen could 

easily affect the fate of tens of millions, 

time and time again.

A third variable is the price of energy. 

While oil and gas are not evenly distrib-

uted throughout the Middle East, virtually 

every Middle Eastern economy is tied into 

the energy economy. Some countries ex-

port large quantities of energy, and others 

export large quantities of labor to coun-

tries that export energy. When energy pric-

es are stable and high, the benefits accrue 

to sitting governments and go into shor-

ing up the status quo. When energy prices 

are volatile or fall, they force a rethinking 

of all elements of domestic governance. 

Most of the major energy exporting states 

in the Arab world have sufficient accrued 

reserves to withstand a temporary dip in 

prices. But just as sustained high prices 

permitted the implementation of govern-

ing strategies predicated on generous ben-

efits for citizens, an end to sustained high 

prices would force a reevaluation of the 

strategies. At the same time, less wealthy 

states have become reliant on support 

from the Gulf to meet their internal needs, 

both through direct government support 

and workers’ remittances. Countries such 

as Jordan, Morocco, and Egypt, which do 

not have significant reserves on which to 

draw, are likely to face hard choices sooner.
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A fourth variable is geopolitics. Tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia have many 

consequences, and among them are increased sectarian tensions in the Arab world. 

Were there to be a rapprochement between the two states, the effects would ripple 

throughout the international 

relations and internal political 

environments of the region. Per-

ceptions of outsiders’ interests 

in the region, and their commit-

ments to the region, also affect 

the options available to regional 

leaders. Governments will make 

different choices depending on 

what they see the United States, 

Russia, China, and Europe committed to doing in the Middle East. The issues affected 

will include how they treat their neighbors, how they treat their domestic oppositions, 

and whether they seek to balance against or bandwagon with non-Arab powers such 

as Israel and Iran.

The final variable is the outcome of the various political experiments unfolding 

throughout the Arab world. Governments and publics alike are looking for examples 

of success, and they are wary of examples of failure. Diminishing security in Yemen, 

Libya, Iraq, and Syria makes many cautious of change. Cautious democratization 

in Tunisia, or what may emerge as a moderating authoritarianism in Egypt, will be 

closely watched experiments throughout the region. At the same time, govern-

ments and publics alike will closely watch the efforts of nongovernmental groups 

to gain influence in governmental decisionmaking and to challenge governments’ 

monopoly on power.

In facing these challenges, governments have an array of traditional tools at their dis-

posal. The first involves the use of elite networks and patronage to create support for 

government action. Governments have tremendous resources with which they can 

reward supporters, and the effect of those resources is especially pronounced in the 

Middle East, where government-centered activities represent a large percentage of the 

national economy. Government regulatory policy can create or destroy fortunes, and 

the legal system is often not robust enough to resist efforts that seek to create eco-

nomic winners based on political loyalty. This is true not only in the oil-rich states of the 

Gulf, but even in many of the region’s republics, where the private sector remains rela-

tively weak, the informal economy is large, and government favor can make or break a 

business. 

The resources necessary 
to garner global attention 
and to bring countries 
to war are rapidly 
diminishing.
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Maintaining those elite business net-

works is a vital task that requires ongoing 

maintenance. Arguably, both the Ben Ali 

regime in Tunisia and the Mubarak regime 

in Egypt erred because they lost the trust 

of the business elites, as family members’ 

economic activities began to squeeze 

out powerful economic actors. In Egypt in 

particular, some argued that the military 

was losing faith that a government led by 

Gamal Mubarak would protect the eco-

nomic interests of the military institutions 

themselves, and of retired generals. Also in 

Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood’s business 

networks created an important base of 

support for the new government, but their 

attacks on the 

business networks 

of the Mubarak 

government cre-

ated a powerful 

opposition to Pres-

ident Mohammed 

Morsi’s rule.

While attraction 

is often the pre-

ferred strategy for 

building alliances, a second—coercion—

remains a vital tool for Middle Eastern gov-

ernments. Some of that coercion relies on 

the instruments of the police state, whose 

surveillance capabilities have only grown 

more robust over the last three quarters of 

a century. Governments retain heavy sway 

in the courts, and even the threat of a law-

suit that stretches out over years can be 

an important inhibitor to action. The oth-

er component of coercion is influencing 

the state-sponsored religious institutions 

to endorse or discredit different trends in 

society. While these state-sponsored insti-

tutions must be careful to maintain some 

degree of independence, they also must 

be careful to sufficiently serve the needs of 

their political patrons, which they do.

The third tool of governments is their soft 

power. Nationalism remains a powerful 

force and an attractive idea, and Middle 

Eastern governments have been especially 

successful presenting themselves as the 

manifestation of the national interest. Gov-

ernments have tremendous power over 

public discourse through their control of 

and ownership of media as well as their in-

fluence in educational 

and religious institutions. 

It is hard to be more na-

tionalistic than a national 

government playing to 

patriotism.

Publics looking at their 

futures must address the 

question of their goals. 

Among publics, the hun-

ger for revolutionary 

change has clearly dimmed. But what is 

the hunger for evolutionary change? How 

much risk are publics willing to take, and 

how many costs are they willing to pay? Do 

they see a pathway toward a better future? 

Perhaps most fundamentally, those in favor 

of change must articulate a way forward 

that creates space for peaceful actors but 

does not allow space for radical actors to 

overwhelm the system. The experience of 

the last several years, especially in Syria and 

Libya, is a cautionary tale.

The hunger for 
revolutionary change 
has clearly dimmed. 
But what is the hunger 
for evolutionary 
change?
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The broader question for the region is the same one it is been struggling with 

for much of the last half century. How should governments and their citizens 

balance between their short-term needs and their long-term goals? The popular 

narrative has always put the Middle East in a state of perpetual crisis, and it is 

rare to feel the luxury of feeling able to make sacrifices. King Hussein of Jordan, 

in 1962, wrote a book about his rule as a young man entitled Uneasy Lies the 
Head.6 It could be the story of any Middle Eastern leader for the last half century.

Middle Eastern politics are continuing to churn, blending promise and menace, 

dynamism and stagnation. Among publics, politics evoke a sense of possibility 

and a sense of dread. Despite all of the changes in recent years, leaders seem 

even more aware of their own mortality. The former presidents club in the Middle 

East is a small one, and several remain in jail or under house arrest. The club is 

growing, however, and some hold out the hope that in the coming years it will grow 

larger still.

6. Hussein I, Uneasy Lies the Head: An autobiography of H.M. King Hussein of Jordan (London: Heinemann, 
1962).
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